CENTRE FOR REMOTE SENSING AND GEOINFORMATICS

Applications are invited for the following positions

Ref. No.: Sathyabama/CRSG/JRF/Recruitment/2015

Total Number of posts : 2 Nos.
Name of the Post: JRFs

1. **Junior Research Fellow (Post Code: CRSG JRF 01)**
   **Qualification:** First Class in M. Sc./M. Tech degree in Physics/ Remote Sensing / Geoinformatics / Computer Science / Forestry / Ecology / Environmental Sciences
   **Desirable:** Experience of working in Remote sensing projects. Knowledge on Image Processing software’s in analysing Optical/Hyper-Spectral /Microwave data

2. **Junior Research Fellow (Post Code: CRSG JRF 02)**
   **Qualification:** First Class in P.G. Degree in Botany/Ecology/Forestry/ Environmental Science.
   **Desirable:** Knowledge in Plant taxonomy.

**SALARY:** As per Sathyabama University norms

**How to Apply:** Eligible candidates may send their resume with details of Academic Qualification and relevant certificates to sathyabamacrsg@gmail.com on or before 29-01-2015.

**Last Date for Receipt of Application:** 25-02-2015

REGISTRAR